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Abstract

\textbf{Background}—Community health centers (CHCs) are a key element of the health care safety net for underserved children. They may be an ideal setting to create well-child care (WCC) clinical practice redesign to drastically improve WCC delivery.

\textbf{Objective}—To examine the perspectives of clinical and administrative staff at a large, multisite urban CHC on alternative ways to deliver WCC services for low-income children aged 0 to 3 years.

\textbf{Methods}—Eight semistructured interviews were conducted with 4 pediatric teams (each consisting of 1 pediatrician and 2 medical assistants) and 4 CHC executive/administrative staff (Medical Director, COO, CEO, and Nurse Supervisor). Discussions were recorded, transcribed, and analyzed using the constant comparative method of qualitative analysis. Salient themes included WCC delivery challenges and endorsed WCC clinical practice redesign solutions.

\textbf{Results}—The 3 main WCC delivery challenges included long wait times due to insurance verification and intake paperwork, lack of time for parent education and sick visits due to WCC visit volume, and absence of a system to encourage physicians to use non–face-to-face communication with parents. To address WCC delivery challenges, CHC providers and administrators endorsed several options for clinical practice redesign in their setting. These included use of a health educator in a team-based model of care, a previsit tool for screening and
surveillance, Web site health education, a structured system for non-face-to-face (eg, phone) parent communication, and group visits.

**Conclusion**—CHC-specific strategies for WCC clinical practice redesign endorsed by a large, multisite safety net clinic may lead to more efficient, effective, and family-centered WCC for low-income populations.
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**Introduction**
Preventive care visits, also known as “well-child care” (WCC), are fundamental to pediatric primary care. These visits are critical for families with limited resources; they may be the only opportunity before a child reaches pre-school to address developmental, behavioral, and health issues. Evidence suggests that our current WCC delivery system does not adequately meet parents’ needs, particularly in low-income and minority populations.

Through WCC clinical practice redesign, WCC can be restructured to more effectively deliver care.

Community health centers (CHCs), a key element of the health care safety net for the most underserved patients, may represent an ideal setting to design and test care delivery innovations. CHCs have a unique payment structure that provides flexibility to experiment and innovate, and they provide primary care to a large proportion of children in low-income communities. In 2012, CHCs served an estimated 21 million patients with 32% younger than 18 years. Under the Affordable Care Act and its provisions for CHC expansion, the number of patients served by CHCs is estimated to double by 2015 and reach 50 million by 2019.

As part of a larger study to create a new model for the delivery of WCC to low-income children in partnership with an urban CHC, our aim was to examine the perspectives of CHC clinical staff and administration on alternative ways to deliver and structure WCC services for low-income families with young children.

**Methods**
We focus on WCC from 0 to 3 years of age, when visits are most frequent and similar in content domains and structure.

**Recruitment and Data Collection**
Over a 6-month period from October 2010 to March 2011, we conducted 6 interviews at a Federally Qualified Health Center in Los Angeles, California, that serves more than 20000 unique patients annually. Group interviews were conducted with 3 pediatric teams consisting of a pediatrician and 2 medical assistants (MAs), and one-on-one individual interviews were conducted with the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Chief Operating Officer (COO), Medical Director, and Supervising Registered Nurse for Quality Management.
Parents and payers related to this CHC were interviewed as part of another study; results are published elsewhere. The study was approved by the University of California Los Angeles Institutional Review Board.

Interview questions were selected to parallel the following topics covered in previous studies on stakeholder views on WCC redesign: (a) problems with current care and (b) alternative providers, formats, and locations that could improve WCC. We used probes that included detailed descriptions of practice redesign tools from the literature, including group visits, phone services, previsit tools, and retail-based clinics for acute care. Open discussions of diverse views were encouraged; a full discussion guide is available on request.

Qualitative Analysis
All 6 sessions were digitally recorded, transcribed, and imported into qualitative data management software (Atlas.ti 6.0). Three members of the research team read samples of the transcribed text and created codes for key points within the text. Through an iterative process, these codes were used to create a codebook. Two experienced coders independently and consecutively coded the full transcripts, discussing discrepancies and modifying the codebook. To measure coder consistency, we calculated Cohen’s $\kappa$ using all of the quotes from the major code categories. Kappa scores ranged from 85% to 86%, suggesting excellent consistency.

We performed thematic analysis of the 294 unique quotations covering the topics mentioned above. The analysis was based in grounded theory and performed using the constant comparative method of qualitative analysis. We identified salient themes, or specific concepts and ideas that emerged from the quotes within each topic, that were discussed by respondents in at least half of all interview sessions.

Results
Thematic analysis of CHC views rendered 8 themes in 2 categories: 3 WCC delivery challenges in the CHC (themes 1–3) and 5 solutions to address these challenges (themes 4–8).

Well-Child Care Delivery Challenges
Respondents identified three main WCC delivery challenges (Table 1).

Theme 1: Delays due to insurance and intake paperwork—Participants reported clinic delays for WCC visits secondary to insurance verification and clinic-specific well-child visit paperwork. Loss or lack of insurance among patients often prevents the clinic from providing timely WCC. Some parents have trouble reading the forms, and the paperwork detracts from the visit.

Theme 2: Lack of time for parent education and sick visits due to WCC visit volume—A second major theme in interviews was the lack of time for providers to educate parents, largely due to an overwhelming WCC visit volume. Participants reported that
difficulty accommodating sick visits heightened this sense of time constraint during WCC visits. Respondents also reported that although current WCC visit scheduling allowed for enough time to cover select anticipatory guidance topics, it did not allow for sufficient time to address all necessary age-specific anticipatory guidance topics and parent concerns.

**Theme 3: No system to encourage physicians to use non–face-to-face communication methods with parents**—The third major theme that arose during discussions about current challenges was the lack of a system to encourage non–face-to-face communication with parents, particularly via telephone.

**Well-Child Care Clinical Practice Redesign Solutions**

Respondents supported 5 main practice redesign solutions to address the major WCC delivery challenges above (Table 2).

**Theme 4: Integrate parent visit preparation into a previsit tool**—To address the problem of time constraints and delays due to WCC paperwork, clinic providers and administrators endorsed the use of a computer-based previsit tool to engage parents before their well-child visit either through a computer at home or in the clinic waiting room.

**Theme 5: Designate a scheduled time for non–face-to-face communication with parents**—Participants also endorsed a structured system for physician telephone communication with parents outside of the typical in-person visit during usual clinic hours. Participants expressed a need for more efficient triage of acute care concerns during clinic hours; this would help the clinic to meet the need for WCC visits without being overwhelmed with nonurgent acute care visits that could be handled over the phone. Participants suggested set times for physicians to call back parents with acute care concerns and more efficient triage by nonphysician staff. Participants wanted to use non–face-to-face visits via phone to decrease the number of unnecessary visits to the clinic.

**Theme 6: Facilitate parent education and guidance in WCC delivery through group visits**—Provider teams and administrators enthusiastically supported group visits as an alternative format for WCC that has the potential to alleviate time constraints of the usual one-on-one visit model and encourage parent participation and bonding.

In group WCC, 6 to 8 parents with children of the same age discuss behavioral and developmental concerns with a pediatric clinician or health educator in a session that is much longer than an individual visit.22

Participants also discussed ways to make group visits feasible in their CHC setting, including designating a conference room for the visit, offering group visits in Spanish, and scheduling the visits to ensure an “efficiency point” to balance group dynamics and visit volume.

**Theme 7: Employ a health educator in a team-based model of WCC**—Participants also endorsed an MD-supervised team-based model of WCC incorporating an MA and a health educator. Physicians, MAs, and administrators agreed that a pediatric
health educator who focuses on health promotion topics, particularly obesity prevention, with low-income parents would augment the quality of WCC.

**Theme 8: Use the clinic Web site for health education**—While some participants expressed concerns that parents may not be able to access Internet-based educational materials because of lack of Internet access, respondents largely supported the use of the CHC organization Web site to share vetted Web site links and/or WCC health information with parents.

**Discussion**

These findings represent, to our knowledge, the first published data describing an in-depth view of safety net provider and administrator perspectives on WCC clinical practice redesign for young children aged 0 to 3 years. CHC providers and staff endorsed clinical practice redesign solutions including using a previsit tool, group visits, and integration of a health educator into a team-based model of WCC to address fundamental inadequacies in the clinic’s WCC system.

Many of these clinical practice redesign solutions have been previously described and studied as a part of WCC. Internet-based previsit screening tools have been shown to be an effective means of increasing the number of health topics discussed, parent health knowledge, and prevention-related changes that parents made at home. Group visits have been endorsed by low-income parents in previous studies, and there is evidence that group WCC is at least as effective in providing care as individual WCC, and may be more efficient. Finally, evidence suggests that a team-based strategy for WCC including nonmedical professionals such as health educators can improve receipt of services and enhance parenting practices.

Our findings must be interpreted within the context of this study’s limitations. Our findings may not be generalizable to other settings or to older children. Participants provided their own perspectives, which may not have been based on evidence of effectiveness.

With CHC expansion on the horizon, it will be critical to understand how WCC practice redesign can be implemented from an organizational perspective to design more efficient, effective, and family-centered WCC for low-income populations.
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Table 1

Well-Child Care (WCC) Delivery Challenges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme 1: Delays due to insurance and intake paperwork</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>&quot;We get delayed—you know, sometimes, because of the insurance … [parents] don’t pick up the [insurance] form or it doesn’t go through. Then there’s a huge delay for us to get the parents in [from the waiting room].&quot;</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>“It’s the paperwork. It just gets overwhelming. … [Parents] just find this like a hopeless thing.”</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>“… Sometimes you get these parents that bring two kids at a time—new kids … You get like six, seven papers for each child to fill out—it’s a lot of writing. Yeah, a lot of writing.”</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme 2: Lack of time for parent education and sick visits due to WCC visit volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>“You know, we have so many people assigned to us, and we try to get them in. And I just hear a lot of the pediatricians feel overwhelmed and burned out doing 10 new physicals a day.”</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>“And also like they schedule like sometimes five physicals in a row. And that’s really bad because the doctor—I mean she has to be in a rush.”</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>“Sometimes we get so bombarded with physicals… someone will walk in wanting to be seen because their child has a fever … [and] they have to sit and wait and hope that someone doesn’t show up for their appointment … in order to be seen.”</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme 3: No system to encourage physicians to use non–face-to-face communication methods with parents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>“[The clinic phone line is] staffed by—you know, lay people without any real medical knowledge. And they get difficult calls. You know—‘My kid has a fever for two days. Should I bring them in? Or should I take them to urgent care. Or should I take them to an emergency department?’ And they do their best, but they’re really not qualified or trained to answer those kinds of questions.”</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>“That has been a huge gap—is going through the phone line. And sometimes—again—[patients are] being brought for appointments, and in fact they just really need to talk to you to get some clarification. And now we’ve made them haul their kid in … for nothing.”</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2

Well-Child Care (WCC) Practice Redesign Solutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Participants identified redesign solutions that addressed the WCC delivery challenge themes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Integrate parent visit preparation into a previsit tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“A questionnaire for the parents to fill out beforehand would be more helpful. Instead of the doctor trying to ask [these questions] during the visit … parents [would also] have time to reflect and think.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“I think that [a previsit tool] would be nice to adapt so that [parents] can start thinking and then bring those questions up.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Designate a scheduled time for non–face-to-face communication with parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“To get [parents through] to the doctor—and then the docs actually have a blocked time for answering all these things. Now—that would be good.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Certainly in triaging we have a need [for a phone line].”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Facilitate parent education and guidance in WCC delivery through group visits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“I can definitely see [group visits] working … I mean … it’s efficient.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Yeah, the first kind of thing that pops in my head though is that—yeah … [a group visit] would work.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Cause I think there’s a lot of benefit to [group visits]. I mean that whole bonding [element].”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“And many years ago I use to run some of those classes and it did become a group where they shared—you know, ‘This is what I do …’ ‘How do you handle that? …’ ‘Oh, cook it like this.’ You know, and they became very close—the patients.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Employ a health educator in a team-based model of WCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“If we had a health educator and a provider and an MA [medical assistant] … the health educator does the preventive component, and then [the patient] gets segued to the provider.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“During their whole visit, what’s taking the bulk of their time … to try to explain [anticipatory guidance topics] … [Pediatricians] wish—you know, they have more time to or someone else would to explain to the patients … [a] health care-educator can help.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Use the clinic Web site for health education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“We can have [education materials] up on the website … a pediatrics area where it broke down … where your kids should be developmentally—some of the anticipatory guidance … Maybe even … describe what the shots are for and that, ‘No, there is no mercury in them’.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissenting view: “One of the issues here was lack of Internet service in our patient population … Or they just don’t know how to use it …”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>